Christian Apologetics
PE 420/PE 620

Behavioural Challenges to Christianity 2:
Sociology: Anthropology & Feminism
“All of you are God's children because of your faith in Christ Jesus.
And when you were baptized, it was as though you had put on Christ in
the same way you put on new clothes. Faith in Christ Jesus is what makes
each of you equal with each other, whether you are a Jew or a Greek, a
slave or a free person, a man or a woman. So if you belong to Christ,
you are now part of Abraham's family, and you will be given
what God has promised.” (Galatians 3:26-29)

Lecture overview
Challenges to Our Story/Discussion
The Non-Neutrality
of Sociological Critique
Many Paths, One Door—discussion
Workshop: Jesus—
A Woman’s Friend or Foe?

*Challenges to Our Story*

FORUM 9: Respond to one of the following statements:
(a) “How ignorant and intolerant to believe that Jesus is the
only way to God in a religiously plural world”; or
(b) “The Church is repressive of women and predatory upon
children, which isn’t surprising given that its framing myth
is an all-powerful Father abusing his child, then saving the
world through this male scape-goat.”

READINGS DEBRIEF
PRAY for a friend | UNPACK readings
-question—something you don’t get,
or want to clarify
-challenge—something you disagree
with, or want to nuance

Christianity & sociology:
challenges to Christo-centrism
 What form have you heard sociological critiques
and opposition to Christian belief take?

-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach

 In what sense is sociology—both in its
presupposition and practice—non-neutral, and perhaps
even set against Christianity?

-application—something useful right
now in your context

 What role, then, do you see for sociology in forming
and defending Christian belief?

Discuss Forum question
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Persuading Pluralists of
Christ’s supremacy
How representative is this pragmatic view of religion
among your non-Christian peers (see clip here)?
How might they frame things differently?
 What are the implications for commending Christ as
“the way, the truth, and the life,” apart from whom no
person gets to the Father God?
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Christ’s supremacy
How representative is this pragmatic view of religion
among your non-Christian peers?
How might they frame things differently?
 What are the implications for commending Christ as
“the way, the truth, and the life,” apart from whom no
person gets to the Father God?
… HOW WOULD YOU RESPOND?

Class activity 9.3
“So much damage has been done by religions
arrogantly claiming that they have the truth.
There can’t just be one true religion, only one way.
How can you make that sort of claim
when all roads could lead to God?”
Role play  Watch Talk “Many Paths, One Door” here
 Repeat Role Play  Compare with Paterson (2009)
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Responding to religious violence (here)
How should we respond to the conflation of serious
religious commitment with fundamentalist terrorism?

Many paths, one door
Any further comments from Many Paths, One Door
regarding the exclusivity and universality of Christ in a
pluralistic world?

Any comments or questions concerning
upcoming pieces of assessment?

Sexism today
 How big an issue is sexism today? Is this a ‘gospel’
issue? And how should Christians respond?
“Feminism: A social theory or political movement
supporting the equality of both sexes in all aspects of
public and private life; specifically, a theory or
movement that argues that legal and social restrictions
on females must be removed in order to bring about
such equality.”
 Is this how you would define feminism? And, if so,
is “Biblical feminist” a meaningful phrase?

Apologetic method applied to
issues of sexuality & sexism

Jesus: A woman’s
friend or foe?

 What images or stories come to mind when
you hear the word “feminist”?
Where are the points of tension between
feminism and Christianity? Brainstorm all the
feminist critiques of, and objections to,
Christianity you can, later to be discussed.

“The Church is repressive of women and predatory upon
children, which isn’t surprising given that its framing myth
is an all-powerful Father abusing his child, then saving the
world through this male scape-goat.”
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Your turn: activity 9.4
☼ In responding to the particular questions and challenges
feminists pose to Christianity, outline a response according
to the following method:
(1) What hopes and fears are common to many feminists?
(2) What terms and concepts must be clarified for a
productive dialogue to ensue?
(3) What genuine admissions should Christians make
to begin the dialogue?
(4) How could you defend the plausibility of Christianity in
light of the key objections? … “seen in this light, Xy is still plausible”
(5) How could you commend the attractiveness of Christianity
to a feminist? … “seen in this light, Xy is attractive”
(6) What other actions—corollary apologetics—may
strengthen your dialogue?

Your turn: activity 9.4
☼ In responding to the particular questions and challenges
feminists pose to Christianity, outline a response according
to the following method:

Apologetic method applied to
issues of sexuality & sexism
(1) Questions and Challenges
Christianity oppresses women in home, church, & society

(1) What hopes and fears are common to many feminists?
(2) What terms and concepts must be clarified for a
productive dialogue to ensue?
(3) What genuine admissions should Christians make
to begin the dialogue?
(4) How could you defend the plausibility of Christianity in
light of the key objections? … “seen in this light, Xy is still plausible”
(5) How could you commend the attractiveness of Christianity
to a feminist? … “seen in this light, Xy is attractive”
(6) What other actions—corollary apologetics—may
strengthen your dialogue?

Plurality of ethical/sexual standards (within the church)

Apologetic method applied to
issues of sexuality & sexism

Apologetic method applied to
issues of sexuality & sexism

(2) Context
*General
-history of oppression and resistance
-sexual revolution, loss of the sacred, and pursuit of liberty
*Ecclesiastical
-history of, and current, teachings and practices regarding
*artificial birth control and abortion
*patriarchy, feminism, gender
*chastity
*marriage, divorce, and remarriage
*homosexuality and marriage
*status and care of children

Reproduction itself
Sexual Intercourse
Sexual Options
Marriage
Sexual Harassment and Unprofessional Behaviour
(practiced by Christians generally and leaders
particularly)

(2) Context

*Particular Context
-sympathetic acquaintance with an oppressed woman,
sexually active teen, homosexual, etc.
-study/research … exposure to other views
-personal experience re: gender and sex
-job requires publicly-appropriate attitudes
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For next week
PRE-READING + FORUM
-question—something you don’t
get, or want to clarify
-challenge—something you
disagree with, or want to nuance
-implication—“so what” for your
apologetic approach

Confessing our sin

-application—something useful
right now in your context

FORUM 9: Respond to one of the following statements:
(a) “How ignorant and intolerant to believe that Jesus is the
only way to God in a religiously plural world”; or
(b) “The Church is repressive of women and predatory upon
children, which isn’t surprising given that its framing myth
is an all-powerful Father abusing his child, then saving the
world through this male scape-goat.”
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